Summary of Activity Since Last Plenary

Class 1, Class 5, Female Class World Championship– Krushevo, North Macedonia, August 2023: This was a very successful event with the Class 1 Italian team once again taking home the team gold medal. In Class 1, Italian Alex Ploner received the individual gold, Italian Marco Lorenzi received the individual silver and Brasilian Nene Rotor received the individual bronze medal. In Class 5, Austria took home the team gold medal. Austrian Tony Raumauf received the individual gold medal, German Dirk Ripkins received the silver medal and Austrian Andreas Sand received the bronze. In the female class, Austrian Sasha Serebrennikova won the women’s gold, Germany Corinna Schwiegershausen won the silver and Japanese Chisato Nojiri won the bronze.

Female Pilots at Combined Championships

At the worlds in Krushevo, we failed to take into account how to score the female class and include that in the local regulations. How to score Female Pilots in combined events needs to be determined and published in advance of the next worlds in Ager.

Qualifications for Sport Class Worlds

The committee is waiting on a decision from the organizers of the 2025 sport class worlds in Laveno, Italy. Since the previous sport class worlds in Annecy, the committee has left the issue of pilot qualification to the discretion/decision of the organizers.

Proposals to the Plenary:

German Proposal re Equipment Airworthiness and Safety Standards

Upcoming Category 1 Competitions and Bids:

HG Claas 1 and 5 European Championship